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Research Interest

Energy-momentum tensor (EMT) 

Upcoming EIC projects : Mass generation, spin decomposition, 
and 3D tomography


Energy-momentum tensor, Generalized parton distributions


Mechanical interpretation


Transition generalized parton distributions (GPDs) and 
transition EMT 

CLAS collaboration (  DVCS,  electroproduction )


The 22 GeV upgrade of JLab  ideal conditions for the study of 
the 3D structure of nucleon resonances via transition GPDs


Workshop “Exploring resonance structure with transition GPDs”, 
ECT* Trento, 21-25 Aug 2023

N → Δ π−Δ++

→

[ EIC Yellow Report ] 
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Matrix element of the QCD operator

QCD operator 

Factorization theorem allows us to separate the non-perturbative 
object from the perturbative one in the hard exclusive process


It involves the gauge fields and scale-dependent


Hadronic matrix element of the QCD operator


Local operators 

Expansion of the non-local operator  Infinite tower of the quark-
gluon local operators


Mellin moment of the GPDs


Vector current / Axial-vector current


Energy-momentum tensor / Parity-odd Energy-momentum tensor


Provides the mechanical interpretation

→
Gluon structure / higher-twist operator

Twist-2 GPDs

<latexit sha1_base64="GWFdMIAASG/f9aNdK++PCz7aH98=">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</latexit>

h�|OQCD|Ni <latexit sha1_base64="jBt4fKuItgj0tH1rdrlAu4uRC0E=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZdugkVwFRIp6rLoxmVF+4A2lMn0ph06mYSZiVBCF36AW/0Ed+LWT/EL/A2nbRa29cCFwzn3cu89QcKZ0q77bRXW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRU8WppNigMY9lOyAKORPY0ExzbCcSSRRwbAWj26nfekKpWCwe9ThBPyIDwUJGiTbSg+M4vXLFddwZ7FXi5aQCOeq98k+3H9M0QqEpJ0p1PDfRfkakZpTjpNRNFSaEjsgAO4YKEqHys9mpE/vMKH07jKUpoe2Z+nciI5FS4ygwnRHRQ7XsTcX/vE6qw2s/YyJJNQo6XxSm3NaxPf3b7jOJVPOxIYRKZm616ZBIQrVJZ2GLMk8NsT8pmWS85RxWSfPC8S6d6n21UrvJMyrCCZzCOXhwBTW4gzo0gMIAXuAV3qxn6936sD7nrQUrnzmGBVhfvyMRlgQ=</latexit>...<latexit sha1_base64="e8/5NnlrzLdNidGMuebZfNwGDGM=">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</latexit>

hN 0
|OQCD|Ni,

Γ = FμηFην, ψ̄γμAνψ, . . .

ψ̄γ{μ ∇{ν1 ∇ν2 . . . ∇νn}ψ − traces

Fη{μ ∇{ν1 ∇ν2 . . . ∇νnFν}
η − traces

Γ = ψ̄(z /2)γμ[z /2; − z /2]ψ(−z /2)

Non-local operator
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Energy-momentum tensor current 

Conservation of the EMT current / trace anomaly


Nucleon matrix element is composed of the five independent 
form factors


Nucleon matrix element of the EMT current  

[twist-2]  EMT form factors


               Connected to the leading twist vector GPDs


[twist-3]  Angular momentum decomposition


[twist-4]  Interplay between quark and gluon subsystem


QCD equation of motion provides strong constraint on the higher-
twist operators

Tμν

Energy-momentum tensor

QCD equation of motion

Tμν
q = ψ̄γμi ∇νψ, ∑

q,g

∂μTμν
a = 0

Tμν
q,spin−2 = ψ̄γ{μi ∇ν}ψ − traces

Tμν
q,spin−1 = ψ̄γ[μi ∇ν]ψ = −

1
4

ϵμναβ∂α[ψ̄γβγ5ψ]

Tq,spin−0 = ψ̄γμi ∇μψ = O(m)

A(t), J(t), and D(t)

c̄q(t) + c̄g(t) = 0

J = ∑
q

Sq + ∑
q

Lq + Jg
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Effective theory: Chiral symmetry

Chiral symmetry 

ChiSB is very important for understanding the matrix element of the 
QCD operator at the low normalization point


Chiral symmetry breaking (ChiSB) governs long-range hadron 
structure: Chiral perturbation theory, massless pion


ChiSB is related to the nucleon mass generation: Constituent quark 
picture, phenomenology, and etc.


Can we use this knowledge to compute/estimate matrix elements of 
QCD operators?

We need to construct an effective theory


Chiral symmetry breaking mechanism from the QCD


Degrees of freedom : pion, dynamical quark


Fully relativistic and field theoretical approach
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Effective theory: Effective operator

The effective action should be derived from the QCD (QCD action).


“QCD operator” should be translated into the “effective operator”


This connection should be trackable (very important)!


For example, the conserved current (vector, EMT current) can be 

understood as an effective operator from the Noether theorem in a 

given theory.


However, a non-conserved operator cannot be obtained (e.g. 

isovector component of the EMT current, twist-3 operators)


So, the effective operator should be derived from the QCD, 

consistently with effective dynamics.

SQCD → Seff

OQCD → Oeff

Vμ
QCD, Tμν

QCD → Vμ
eff, Tμν

eff

ψ̄γμ ∇ντ3ψ → ?
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Program

Construct description of QCD vacuum based on “Instanton vacuum”


Derive effective theory (dynamics), also known as “chiral quark-soliton 
model”, from chiral symmetry breaking → baryon structure


Derive effective operators resulting from QCD operators using the following 
scheme


Use systematic parametric approximation: Packing fraction, 1/Nc


Obtain effective operators consistent with effective dynamics


Preserve operator relations from QCD equation of motion


Estimate the nucleon matrix element of the derived effective operator within 
the effective theory using the same scheme (1/Nc and packing fraction):


Energy-momentum tensor form factors (twist-2)


Angular momentum decomposition (twist-3)


cbar form factor (twist-4)

Main dish

Under investigation

[K. Goeke, et al PRD (2007) / H.-Y. Won, H.-Ch Kim, JYKim PRD (2023) …]

[J.-Y. Kim, C. Weiss  in progress]

[J.-Y. Kim, H-Y. Won, J. L. Goity , C. Weiss  in progress] [J.-Y. Kim, H-Y. Won, H.-Ch. Kim , C. Weiss, ArXiv]

[J.-Y. Kim, C. Weiss, PLB (2024)]

[Diakonov et al, (1996) /J. Balla, M.V. 
Polyakov, C. Weiss (1999)]

[Diakonov, Petrov (1984)/ Shuryak (1982)]

[Diakonov, Petrov, Pobylitsa (1986)]
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Effective theory
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Instanton vacuum

Instanton 

Chiral symmetry breaking is caused by topological fluctuations of the 
gauge fields in the QCD vacuum (instantons)


Instantons: Classical solution of the Yang-Mill equation (self-duality / 
localized) in Euclidean time


Typical size , separation 


Fermionic zero modes 

Dirac equation (in the presence of the instanton field background)  



Zero mode  (dominant in the low energy regime)


Chiral symmetry breaking 

Quarks experience chirality flip  order parameter ; 


Main outcome: massless bosons ; generation of the 
dynamical quark mass

ρ̄ ∼ 0.3 fm R̄ ∼ 1 fm

→
(i∇μγμ + im)Ψ = λΨ

λ = 0

→ ⟨ψ̄ ψ⟩ ≠ 0

⟨ψ̄ a
Lψ b

R⟩ ∼ Uab

[ Chu et al, PRL 70 (1993) 225; PRD 49 (1994) 6039 ]

[ C. Weiss, presentation in JLab seminar (2023) ]
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Instanton vacuum: effective theory

Effective action 

Zero mode induces the multi-fermion interaction (Hoof’t vertex) / 
Bosonization 


Semi-bosonized Effective action


Systematic expansions: Diluteness of the instanton ( ),  expansion


Effective chiral theory 

Degrees of freedom Goldstone boson + Dynamical quark mass 



UV cutoff by zero mode form factor 


Typical size of the dynamical quark mass 


Quark-pion coupling 

ψ̄ aψ b ∼ Uab

Mρ̄ 1/Nc

→
(p < ρ−1 ∼ 600 MeV)

M(p)

M(0) ∼ 0.3 − 0.4 GeV

gπqq ∼ 4

S = − ∫ d4xψ̄[i∂μγμ + MUγ5]ψ

Uγ5(x) =
1 + γ5

2
U(x) +

1 − γ5

2
U†(x)

[ J.Y. Kim, C. Weiss, PLB (2024) ]

Z = ∫ [DA]low ∫ [DA]high exp[−SYM] [× fermions] →
QCD action Effective chiral action
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Instanton vacuum: Fully bosonized chiral theory

Fully bosonized effective chiral action 

Chiral perturbation theory in large  limit of QCD


Integrating out the quark fields


Chiral expansion [Expanding action in the power pion momentum ( )]


Infinite towers of the pion momentum appear


 is determined by quark-loop integral


Outcome 

Effective action in the chiral perturbation theory with dynamically 
determined low-energy constants


Wess-Zumino term, topological baryon charge, and axial charge …


Truncated version of the fully bosonized theory is the Skyrme model

Nc

∂Un

Fπ

S = ∫ d4x { F2
π

4
tr[∂αU†∂αU ] + 𝒪(∂U4)}S = − ∫ d4xψ̄[i∂μγμ + MUγ5]ψ →

Effective chiral action Fully bosonized effective chiral action

[ C. Weiss, presentation in JLab seminar (2023) ]
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Effective operator
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Instanton vacuum: Evaluating QCD operators

Vector and energy-momentum tensor currents can be obtained from Noether’s theorem in a given effective 
theory.


However, QCD operators containing gauge fields cannot measured from a given effective theory. 


Thus, we need to trace down how the effective operators are dynamically generated from the QCD operators


QCD operators normalized at scale 0.6 GeV


Use approximations Diluteness, saddle-point approximation 


Effective operators satisfy QCD equation of motion

ρ̄−1 ∼

1/Nc

[ J.Y. Kim, C. Weiss, PLB (2024) ]

⟨ . . . ℱ[A] . . . ⟩inst → ⟨ . . . ℱ[ψ̄, ψ] . . . ⟩eff

Gluon operator in the instanton vacuum 

Coupling through the quark zero modes (‘tHooft vertex)


Local QCD gluon operator 


Single-instanton approximation (packing fraction)


Gauge field is converted into the effective fermion 
operator in the effective theory

ℱ[A]

ℱ[A] = ∑
I+Ī

ℱ[AI] + O(ρ4/R4)

/3514
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QCD operators: Twist-2

QCD operator 

Twist-2 spin-2 local operator;  contain gauge potential 


Spin-projected EMT current


Nucleon matrix element = moments of PDF/GPD (EMT form factor)


Light-front momentum , total angular momentum , and D-term 
form factor 


Effective operator 

Use of the pure derivative operator can be justified in the estimation of the 
EMT form factor


The EMT operator obtained from Noether's theorem coincides with that of 
the effective operator formalism


Gluon operators are suppressed in packing fraction


Under the scale evolution, the gluon contribution starts to increase. In turn, 
we would have a finite value of the gluon contribution to the energy-
momentum tensor at .

∇ := ∂ − iA

A(t) J(t)
D(t)

μ ∼ 2.0 GeV

Oμν
q = ψ̄γ{μi∇ν}τψ − traces

Oμν
g = Fβ{μFν}

β − traces

Oμν
q = ψ̄γ{μi∂ν}τψ − traces

Oμν
g = 0 + O(ρ4/R4)
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QCD operators: Twist-3

QCD operator 

Twist-3 spin-1 local operator / antisymmetrized EMT current


QCD equation of motion   total derivative of the axial-vector current


Nucleon matrix element = moments of twist-3 PDF/GPD


Ji’s relation / orbital angular momentum


Effective operator 

Gauge-dependent part   the additional spin-flavor-
dependent term (“potential” term)


QCD relation is also satisfied in the effective theory.


A number of literatures encounter the inconsistency in the values of the 
orbital angular momentum (due to the lack of knowledge of the effective 
operator)


Similar effects in QCD operator with  describing the spin-orbit 
correlation

→

∇ := ∂−iA →

γμγ5

Oμν
q = ψ̄γ[μi∇ν]τψ

Oμν
q = ψ̄ (γ[μi∂ν]τ+

i
4

σαβ[MUγ5, τ]) ψ

= −
1
4

ϵμναβ∂α[ψ̄γβγ5τψ]

= −
1
4

ϵμναβ∂α[ψ̄γβγ5τψ]

J = Sq + Lq + Jg

OAM from Ji’s relation vs. direct measurement of OAM

[ E. Leader, C. Lorce Phys.Rept (2014) ]
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QCD operators: Twist-4

QCD operator 

Twist-4 spin-0 local operator 


QCD equation of motion   trace of the quark part = 0 (chiral limit)


Trace anomaly; force between quark and gluon subsystems ;


Effective operator 

QCD relation is also satisfied in the effective theory.


Instanton vacuum realizes the low-energy theorem from trace

→

c̄(t)

Oq = ψ̄γμi∇μτψ = O(m)

Og =
β
2g

F2 + O(m)

Oq = ψ̄γμi∇μτψ = 0

Og =
β
2g

F2
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Nucleon matrix element
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Nucleon mass [conn+disc] 

Instanton vacuum: Correlation function

Chiral theory in the large  limit of QCD 

Nucleon correlation function 

Nc

S = − ∫ d4xψ̄[i∂μγμ + MUγ5]ψ

U = eiP(r)r⋅τ

ΠN(T ) = ∫ dUF[U ]e−Seff[U]

lim
T→∞

ΠN(T ) ∼ e−MNT δS[U ]
δU

U=Ucl

= 0

Hedgehog symmetry 
key role in the spin-flavor 
symmetry

→

Effective action

Saddle point 
approximation in  
expansion

1/Nc

Saddle point equation

Mcl

[Valence quark] [Sea quark]

+

∼ ΠNc
i=1⟨0,T/2 |

i
i∂τ + H

|0, − T/2⟩i ∼ exp[−NcTr ln(i∂τ − H )]

=
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Nucleon mass 

Spectral representation 

Nucleon mass: first-quantized representation

Quark propagator

Dirac Hamiltonian / 
Finite box method

HΦn = (−iγ0γ ⋅ ∇ + γ0MUγ5)Φn = EnΦn

⟨x′ |
i

i∂τ − H
|x⟩ = Θ(t − t′ ) ∑

En>0

e−iEn(t′ −t)Φn(x′ )Φ†
n(x)

[Valence quark]

[Sea quark]

+Θ(t − t′ ) ∑
En<0

e−iEn(t−t′ )Φn(x′ )Φ†
n(x)

MN = ∫ d3x[NcElevΦ†
lev(x)Φlev(x)

P(r) = 2 arctan R2/r2

Nucleon mass: First 
quantized representation

Self-consistent profile 
function / variational 
principle

∼ 1.207 GeV+Nc ∑
n neg cont

EnΦ†
n(x)Φn(x)]

[S. Kahana, G. Ripka]

[Diakonov, Petrov (1988)]

[JYKim, H.-Y. Won, H-Ch.Kim,C. Weiss (ArXiv) ]
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Nucleon mass: two limits

Skyrme picture [ ] 

Chiral expansion — slowly varying chiral field 
( ) allows us to expand the quark propagator in 
the pion momentum ( ).


Taking leading order of pion momentum/ truncated 
version in the chiral expansion (Skyrme model)


Valence quark dive into the sea level; topological 
soliton (Wess-Zumino term)


Total energy= valence (0%) + sea (100%)

MR ≫ 2

R → ∞
∂μU

Non-relativistic quark limit [ ] 

, all the pion cloud effects are 
suppressed and the valence quark 
contribution becomes dominant (NQM).


Relativistic motion of the quark vanishes


Plateau  quarks are not bound


Total energy= valence (100%) + sea (0%)

MR ∼ 0

R → 0

→

Realistic picture [ ] 

Use self-consistent profile function


Local minimum of the nucleon energy appears


Non-topological soliton


Total energy= valence (~50%) + sea (~50%)


Lattice results


MR ∼ 1 − 2

⟨x⟩p ∼ 0.5 |conn + 0.3 |disc + 0.3 |gluon

Effective chiral theory naturally interpolates the NQM and Skyrme model

[C. Christov, et al (1996)]
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Instanton vacuum: zero mode quantization

Zero mode quantization 

Collective Hamiltonian 

Extension 

Thanks to the spin-flavor symmetry, the matrix element of the 
 can be studied in a one framework.


It can be extended to the flavor SU(3) sector (octet and decuplet baryons) 
by using the trivial embedding

N, Δ, and N → Δ

∫ DU ℱ[U ] → ∫ DTDA TAℱ[U ]A†T†

T = exp [−iP ⋅ X], A = exp [ i
2

Ω ⋅ τ]

Hcoll = Mcl +
S2

2I
+

P2

2Mcl

I = O(Nc) and Mcl = O(Nc)

Translational rotational 
zero modes

Correlation function

Collective Hamiltonian

Inertia parameters

MΔ − MN =
3
2I

∼ 270 MeV  mass splittingN − Δ

⟨N |Tμν |N⟩

⟨Δ |Tμν |Δ⟩

⟨Δ |Tμν |N⟩

Spin-flavor sym
m

etry

[C. Christov, et al (1996)]
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Results
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Energy-momentum tensor: effective operator

Effective EMT operator 

Implication of the effective EMT operator in the nucleon form factors 

All QCD relations are satisfied in the effective theory / Ji's relation / All 
sum rules are satisfied


Gluon contributions to the leading twist form factor are suppressed


Large values of both the  form factorsc̄q,g

[twist-2] Tμν
q,spin−2 = iψ̄ ∂ {μγν}τψ − traces

Tμν
g,spin−2 = 0

Tμν
q,spin−1 = iψ̄ ∂ [μγν]τψ −

M
4

ψ̄ [γ[μγν]τUγ5 + γ[νγμ]Uγ5τ] ψ

Tμν
g,spin−1 = 0

Tμν
g,spin−0 = gμν β

8g
F2 .

Tμν
q,spin−0 = 0

[twist-3]

[twist-4]

 form factorsA(t), J(t), D(t)

 form factorsL(t), S(t)

 form factorsc̄(t)

J = Lq + Sq + Jg

c̄q = −
1
4

Ag = 0

c̄g =
1
4

Aq + Ag = 1

Jg = 0

c̄q + c̄g = 0

[JYKim, C. Weiss in preparation]

[JYKim, C. Weiss PLB (2024)]

[JYKim, C. Weiss PLB 2024]

[J Balla, M. V. Polyakov, C. Weiss NPB 1999]

[D. Diakonov, et al NPB 1996]
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Energy-momentum tensor: Fully bosinized theory

Effective EMT operator 

Fully bosonized effective EMT current in the presence of the background pion mean field.


We perform the chiral expansion in the leading order.


Axial vector current is defined by .


QCD equation of motion is satisfied. 

Aμ = −
F2

π

2i
tr[τ3(Rμ − Lμ)]

[Isoscalar]

⟨Tμν
q,spin−2⟩U = −

F2
π

2
tr[L{μLν} −

1
2

gμνLβLβ] − traces

[Isovector]

⟨Tμν
q,spin−1⟩U = 0

⟨Tμν
q,spin−2⟩U = 0

⟨Tμν
q,spin−1⟩U = −

1
4

ϵμναβ∂αAβ

Rμ = U∂μU†, Lμ = U†∂μU

Ju+d = Lu+d, Su+d = 0.

Ju−d = 0, Su−d = − Lu−d .

AM decomposition 

[isoscalar] The total nucleon spin (isoscalar) comes from 
the OAM “OAM(100%) vs. spin(0%)”


[isovector] The total nucleon spin (isovector) is zero 
“OAM(50%) vs. spin(50%)”

∼ Ju±d

∼ Su±d

[JYKim, HYWon, J.L. Goity, C. Weiss in preparation]
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Angular momentum:  scalingNc
Matrix element of the effective EMT current 

 scaling


AM decomposition:  scaling


Selected results (AM decomposition in the leading order in the  expansion) will be presented.


Isovector AM is parametrically larger than the isoscalar component.


 scalings of the OAM and spin are equivalent to that of the total AM.


Once we decompose the total AM into OAM and spin, the effective operator is subject to large instanton 
effects.


AM decomposition is a dynamical question in the  expansion

Nc

Nc

1/Nc

Nc

1/Nc

Au+d ∼ O(N0
c ) ≫ Au−d ∼ O(N−1

c )

Ju+d ∼ O(N0
c ) ≪ Ju−d ∼ O(N1

c )

Du+d ∼ O(N2
c ) ≫ Du−d ∼ O(N1

c )

c̄u+d ∼ O(N0
c ) ≫ c̄u−d ∼ O(N−1

c )

Lu−d ∼ O(N1
c ) ≈ Su−d ∼ O(N1

c )

⟨N′ |Tμν
spin−n(0) |N⟩ = lim

T→∞

1
Z

𝒩eip4
T
2 −ip′ 4

T
2 ∫ d3x∫ d3ye−ip′ ⋅y+ip′ ⋅x

× ∫ DψDψ†DUJN′ (y, T/2)Tμν
spin−n(0)JN(x, − T/2)exp[−S]

Correlation function

[K. Goeke, et al (2007) /H.-Y. Won, H-Ch.Kim,JYKim PLB (2024)]
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Angular momentum: First-quantized representation

OAM composed of the kinetic and potential terms/ fully relativistic contributions


Chiral interaction is essential in the effective theory to comply with the QCD equation of motion.


AM decomposition: First-quantized representation

Ju−d = −
Nc

12 ∫ d3r ∑
n=occ

Φ†
n(x)τ3[2L3 + 2Elev(r × Σ)3γ5]Φn(x)

Su−d = −
Nc

3 ∫ d3x ∑
n=occ

Φ†
n(x)[τ3 Σ3

2 ] Φn(x)

Lu−d = −
Nc

3 ∫ d3r ∑
n=occ

Φ†
n(x)[τ3L3] Φn(x)

+
MNc

18 ∫ d3x ∑
n=occ

Φ†
n(x)[r sin P(r)γ0[( ̂r ⋅ τ)( ̂r ⋅ Σ) − (Σ ⋅ τ)]] Φn(x)

Total angular momentum

Axial vector charge

Naive OAM

Potential term (instanton 
effects) 

Su−d[0.52] + Lu−d[−0.32] = Ju−d[0.20]

Lu−d[kin] = − 0.11 ≪ Lu−d[pot] = − 0.21

⏞

[JYKim, H.-Y. Won, J. L. Goity, C. Weiss in preparation ]
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Non-relativistic limit 

AM  comes from the quark spin alone.


Relativistic effects are suppressed.


Sub-leading order in  provides correct axial charge in 
the quark model.


Skyrme limit 

AM  is zero


The magnitude of the OAM becomes the same with spin, 
but opposite sign.

Ju−d

1/Nc

Ju−d

Angular momentum: two limits

Ju−d = Su−d =
1
2

gA =
Nc

6

Lu−d = 0

Ju−d = 0 Lu−d = −
1
2

gASu−d =
1
2

gA

Realistic picture 

Spin dominates total spin of the nucleon


Large relativistic effects


Su−d[0.52] + Lu−d[−0.32] = Ju−d[0.20]

[JYKim, H.-Y. Won, J. L. Goity, C. Weiss in preparation ]

+
1
3

[sub − leading order]
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Angular momentum form factor 

We include sub-leading order corrections in the  
expansion.


This correction is essential to have a correct non-relativistic 
quark limit. 

Valence quark contributions are dominant in the isovector AM 
form factor. 


Flavor decomposition 

Isovector AM is numerically larger than the isoscalar AM    
consistent with the  scalings


              

While u-quark contribution to AM is very large, d-quark 
contribution is very small  in good agreement with results 
from the lattice QCD


  

1/Nc

→
Nc

Ju+d = 0.5, Ju−d = 0.56

→

Ju = 0.53, Jd = − 0.03

Angular momentum: form factors

[H.-Y. Won, H-Ch.Kim,JYKim PLB (2024) ]
[ LHPC collaboration, PRD (2008) ]
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Extension & Summary
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Extension: spin-orbit correlation

Quark spin (chiral) decomposition 

By introducing the parity-odd counterpart, we can decompose the 
OAM into the quark chirality


This operator is known as the spin-orbit correlation


Chiral decomposition can be performed for any EMT form factors 
by introducing the parity-odd EMT current


Spin-orbit correlation (twist-3) 

Very recently, we have studied the spin-orbit correlation in the 
nucleon in the large  limit of QCD


Derive the effective operator / estimate nucleon matrix element /  
scalings


All QCD relation is also satisfied in the effective theory


Instanton effects are found to be very important!


Study of the 3D/2D distributions are under investigation

Nc

Nc

1
2 ∫ d3x ψ̄ (x)γ+(x⊥ × iD)zψ (x) = Lz

qR
+ Lz

qL

1
2 ∫ d3x ψ̄ (x)γ+(x⊥ × iD)zγ5ψ (x) = Lz

qR
− Lz

qL

[H.-Y. Won, JYKim, H-Ch.Kim, C. Lorce ,C. Weiss in progress ][JYKim, H.-Y. Won, H-Ch.Kim,C. Weiss (ArXiv) ]

[C. Lorce , PLB (2014) ]

[JYKim ,C. Weiss PLB (2024) ]
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Spin-flavor symmetry in the large  limit of QCD 

Spin-flavor symmetry in the large  limit of QCD is a powerful tool to 
investigate the  matrix element.


Realization of the dynamical symmetry  Chiral soliton approach 


Transition EMT 

Using spin-flavor symmetry and dynamical input from lattice QCD, we 
estimate the  transition AM


applicable to the spin-orbit correlation


Transition GPDs and PDFs 

x-dependence of the GPDs / Transition GPDs

Nc

Nc
N → Δ

→

N → Δ

⟨N |Tμν |N⟩

⟨Δ |Tμν |Δ⟩

⟨Δ |Tμν |N⟩

Spin-flavor sym
m

etry

Extension:  spin structureN → Δ

Ju−d
p→p = 5Ju−d

Δ+→Δ+ =
1

2
Ju−d

p→Δ+

[ JYKim PRD (2023) / JYKim, H.-Y. Won, J.L.Goity, C.Weiss  in preparation ]

[JYKim, H.-Y. Won, J.L.Goity, C.Weiss  PLB (2023) ]
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Extension: gluon structure

Chiral-odd twist-3 (  )  

Huge instanton effects in the chiral-odd twist-3 operator


Need to revisit the  calculation with the correct effective operator


Wandzura-Wilczek approximation 

Wandzura-Wilczek approximation can be verified via instanton vacuum systematically                           
[1/ , diluteness of instantons]


Twist-4 form factor  

Reconstruct the GPD and PDFs / higher Mellin moments 

           

eq(x)

eq(x)

Nc

c̄q,g(t)

ψ̄ ∇μψ → ψ̄ (x)∂μψ (x)+O(1)instanton effect

ψ̄γ[μ ∇{ν1] ∇ν2 . . . ∇νn}γ5ψ

ψ̄γ[μ ∇{ν1] ∇ν2 . . . ∇νn}ψ
x-dependence of the 
Orbital angular momentum

x-dependence of the spin-
orbit correlation

[JYKim, C.Weiss  in progress ]

[JYKim, C.Weiss  in progress ]

[JYKim, C.Weiss  in progress ]
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Summary

Main strategy: instanton vacuum, effective theory,  expansion, spin-flavor symmetry 

Construct description of QCD vacuum based on “Instanton vacuum”


Derive effective theory (dynamics), also known as “chiral quark-soliton model”, from chiral symmetry 
breaking → baryon structure


Derive effective operators resulting from QCD operators in same scheme


Use systematic parametric approximation: Packing fraction, 1/Nc


Obtain effective operators consistent with effective dynamics


Preserve operator relations from QCD equation of motion


Estimate the nucleon matrix element of the derived effective operator within the effective theory using the 
same scheme (1/Nc and packing fraction):


Angular momentum decomposition (twist-3)


Conclusion: Gluon contribution (instanton effect) is very important in the AM decomposition

1/Nc
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Thank you very much!
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